
AN ARGUMENT IN FAVOR OF HUGGING

Oct 9, A new study suggests hugging after an argument can help improve relationships. It adds to the body of evidence
that cuddles are.

A spat with your spouse? Researchers from Carnegie Mellon University found that people who touch each
other more frequently have better physical and psychological health, as well as having improved relationships,
because they hug after fighting. New research says you can take the edge off the fight by hugging it out. The
study, published last fall in PLOS One, says that a simple hug can help reduce negative feelings about conflict
even into the next day, compared to not hugging after a conflict. This hug can be performed using one arm or
two. She is so devastated, in fact, that maybe she dies, right there in the foyer. Some people may just require
more time before they are comfortable with embracing, while others will never be keen on it. If a parent or
grandparent were to ask if they could give a hug or a kiss, the chances are that most kids would consent,
because they want to have a hug or a kiss from someone they love. Sometimes all you need is a hug. They also
had a more positive mood on days where they received a hug, but experienced no conflict. Those who were
starved of physical contact may be more uncomfortable with hugs. If you're not a hugger, then don't hug your
patients; Pay attention to your patient. This is the standard and most common type of non-intimate hug,
usually lasting just a few seconds. Simply wrap your arms around your torso and squeeze tightly. However,
couples who have similar spending habits are likely to be happier. For the study, more than people were
interviewed every night over the phone. They just needed the doctor's opinion, but the patient wasn't satisfied,"
he said. As Kuczewski put it, "The patient's culture is the one we want to take into account"; Ask for
permission in a neutral tone and body languageâ€”and be prepared to accept a "no" gracefully, Hornstein said;
Remember that patient relationships change, and that a patient who wants a hug as a toddler may need more
space as a teenager; Make sure the patient is fully clothed before offering a hugâ€”an understanding that
Hornstein said should "go â€¦ without saying"; and Be flexible in weighing the appropriate kind of support for
the patient. Keeping company with other happy couples can help you in your own relationship. The hug study
is part of a larger focus on how interpersonal touch like hugging, kissing or holding hands can affect mental
health and relationships. All that was important is that they received a hug from someone during the day. This
type of hug is usually reserved for people who are in a romantic relationship. According to research conducted
by Harvard Medical School, empathy goes a long way in keeping a relationship healthy. Hand-Hug This is the
most common and frequently shared hug â€” a simple handshake. Partners with good mental and physical
health contribute to happiness in a relationship. Couples were likely to be happier when both partners drink in
equal amounts or don't drink at all. This hug is similar to a standard hug; however, it is distinctive because of
its intensity and duration. And besides, it simply good manners to ask. Hugs may also help with the release of
hormones like oxytocin, which can improve mood, and even lower heart rate. That seems hypocritical, to put
it mildly. According to the research, hugging may be more than just a way to show support; it may positively
impact the mood and emotional health of people you love. How about hugging your dog? Lee and Norbert
Schwarz found that thinking of your significant other as your soul-mate or someone you were destined to meet
often results in future disappointment when the other person does not match up to your expectations. For
example, those with healthier relationships may simply hug more anyway, or it could be something to do with
various personality types dealing with conflict in different ways. Asking for consent reinforces the idea that
they have autonomy over their own bodies and can control who has access and permission to touch them in an
intimate way. For instance, people who grew up in a family of huggers are more likely to do the same
throughout life, according to a study. And maybe they were even sad for weeks. The results are correlational
â€” meaning it cannot be proven that one situation causes another â€” so the researchers note there may be
other reasons for the link between hugging more often and feeling better after a row. Small acts of kindness on
a regular basis go a long way to building faith and trust in fragile relationships.


